From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Bcc:

Aryae Coopersmith aryae@owl1.net
Fwd: Checking in
February 17, 2021 at 9:13 AM
Aryae Coopersmith aryae@owl1.net

From: Thae
Subject: Re: Checking in
Date: February 14, 2021 at 10:02:26 AM PST

I have attached a video of a civilian who got injuries by the military in
Myitkyina, Kachin State Tonight (Feb 14). Now, it is reported that there
were about 60 shot plus water cannon shooting and tear gas. Below is
a photo of civilians getting injuries in the head.
Tanks and full armed-force are all around the country. What are they
planning to do? We worry that people who involve in civil disobedience
movement are likely to be threatened with weapon for their presence at
work tomorrow.
We can’t imagine how bad it would become when the internet is cut off
during the night!
We Shall Win This Fight Together!
On Sun, 14 Feb 2021 at 10:34 PM Thae Ma Ma Zin <thaemamazin.thaint@gmail.com>
wrote:
Thank you for your concern! We have been in a part of protest in day time,and we bang
pans and posts at 8 PM, and guiding our own house and neighbour at night time.
The military just announced that they invoke artile 419 to revoke the law code 5, 7, and
8 yesterday (February 13th). They basically announced a new law that violates and
destorys our basic human rights. That law enables them;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

to
to
to
to
to

arrest without warrants;
search the houses without the presence of the ward administartive officer;
track people down; to eardrop the lines and the calls;
seek for information from the operators;
detain people for more than 24 hours.

Those show that they can go in and out every house without any permission or warrent,
and they can search everywhere and can arrest everyone. I have attached the
Protection of Privacy Amendment Law here below.
Protection-of-Privacy-amendment-law.pdf
(128K)
Myanmar Military even arrested Myanmar Union Election Commettie members
unlawfully during curfew time at night to force them to sign the voting lists made up to
accuse the winning party as election fraud.
Everynight, there are illegal arrest of civilians by the police. Without valid warrants
and proper reasons, Myanmar so-called polices and security forces break into people
house at night, arresting professors, consultants, doctors, healthcare workers, students,
and activists who are in a part of current nationwide protests and civil disobediance
movement. People have to post live on Facebook, call friends, bang pots and pans so
that civilians in the neighbour can surround their houses and prevent arrests.
The military released some thousands of prisoners on February 12 with the purpose of
creating riot. Some thugs were drugged so that they lost their sense, and they were
released into the neightbourhood at night. Even the kids were drugged by the Myanmar
military to create riots. Some thugs were found carrying weapons and tools to
sabotage the electrical system. Some were caught trying to POISON the pubil water
systems (that needs to be verified whether the chemicals they used are poison or not).
Bottles of chemicals are found on them. On the bottles, it was written in Myanmar as
POISON! In the past, Myanmar military junta tried to create riots by poisoning food and
water supply. And we are afraid that they are using the same tactic again. Some were
found throwing 'FIRE RINGS' to harm and threathen the civilians. There were already
some fire in some place in Myanmar caused by the released prisoners. And The Police
Do Nothing To Catch Them! And they record from Drone to make fake evidence
that the civilians are making riot. Since people only have people to protect one
another, they organize night-security guards themselves in most quarter of towns and
cities.
The following video show that the police took no action toward those who created riot.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gfweuCxQYX4pEEz9ka1rTmZmOKsdo65p/view

Today, the military tanks paraded through the city of Yangon in daylight creating fear.
Also the news is that the internet will be cut off tomorrow from 1am to 9am. We
worry that the military may arrest civilians using force and weapons. We are
afraid that they may create fake riots done by the released prisoners or by the cops,
and that they may make fake evidence that we, the civilians, are the ones who create
riots. In the past, military junta tried to frame protesters as rioters by spreading
allegations about violence. We are afraid that they may use the same tactic this time
Now that when I am writing this to you all, there are news that there is fire in
some place and that police start shooting in Myitkyina, Kachin state.
Police Start Shooting!.mov
(9,589K)
There is a fire in Yangon!.mp4
(4,384K)
Below I have attached some photos of today protest!

We Shall This Fight Together!
Thae
https://owl1.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Thae-feb14.mov

